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Solve your toughest RF design challenges with DesignerRF.

environment for designing radio frequency 

balance solvers along with the ability to use either 

many other standard communications schemes. 

rigorous electromagnetic analysis with system 

simulations on components in a circuit via  

microwave circuits and simultaneously simulate 

electromagnetic solver simulation. 
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Solver on Demand technology allows you to 

automation needed to shorten the design cycle 

Leading-edge technology combines design management capabilities 
.
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receiver circuitry. The simulation takes advantage of the dynamic link 

satisfying a particular industry need. 

DesignerRF

Our fully featured product suite includes a 

sophisticated schematic capture and layout 

domain circuit solver capable of linear and 
nonlinear circuit simulations. 

DesignerRF Circuit

Nexxim frequency domain circuit solver for 
linear and nonlinear analysis of circuits.

PlanarEM

who need to simulate electromagnetic structures 

  DesignerRF 
 Designer Circuit PlanarEM

 
    and layout 

Smith/transmission line  
    utility
Dynamic links to  

System analysis 
Harmonic balance 
Oscillator 

Solver on Demand 
   technology



Solver on Demand 
Technologies
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Solver on Demand

technology from ANSYS enables you to create 
simulations comprising circuits and structures 

simultaneously to the design’s various sections 

selected solver for each section or piece of the 
design. The process delivers an overall simulation 

circuit simulation. 

layout interface. This intuitive interface is ideal 

Solver on Demand capability and support for 

their product promise. 

Dynamic Links

and circuit simulation. Dynamic links provide an 

simulation capabilities. 

16 x 16 antenna array solved with 

distribution on array elements and 
gain pattern

DesignerRF

HFSS 
PlanarEM

SIwaveDynamic Links

HSPICE



channel noise and transmitter spectrum

Easy Design Entry



tools are one part of our suite that delivers 

plethora of advanced capabilities and integrated 

comprehensive range of solutions provides access 

product promises.

Design Exploration

 
to help in performing statistical yield analysis  
as well as design of experiment studies for six 
sigma analysis. 

Flexibility for Importing Geometry

Systems-Level Integration

serves as the environment for combining various 
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ANSYS DesignerRF

Other ANSYS Engineering Simulation Capabilities

Simulation Post-Processing ArchivePre-Processing

ECAD Integration Multiphysics HPC Design Optimization Data Management

The ANSYS suite 
provides model
ing and geometry 
creation functions 
as well as tools for 

data from various 

rate with leading 

to ensure an  

To help ensure a 
successful prod

must accurately 
predict how com
plex products will 

world environ
ment. The ANSYS 
suite captures 
the interaction of 
multiple phys

electromechanics 

harnesses the 
core physics and 
enables their 
interoperability.

computing enables 

that yield accurate 
and detailed  
insight. ANSYS 

solutions and 
partners with 
hardware vendors 
to ensure that you 
get the power and 
speed you need. 

Good design starts 
with identifying 
the relationship 
between perfor
mance and design 
variables. ANSYS 
design exploration 
tools enable 
engineers to 
perform design 
of experiments 

investigate 
response surfaces 

constraints in 
pursuit of optimal 
design candidates.

addresses critical 
issues associated 
with simulation 

backup and  
 

ability and audit 
 

 
collaboration 
and capture of  
engineering 

protection.

is the framework 
for the industry’s 
broadest and 
deepest suite of 
advanced engi
neering simulation 
technology.  

 
unprecedented 

enabling 

Design Management RF Circuit Simulation

Complete design management 
front end for best-in-class 
circuit and electromagnetic 

and system analysis and 
consistent simulation across 
time and frequency domains.

Design Entry

Direct synchronized  
schematic and layout  
design entry

Links to EM Analysis

True electromagnetic-based 

Q3D Extractor



ANSYS is dedicated exclusively to developing engineering simulation software that 
fosters rapid and innovative product design. Our technology enables you to predict 

customers in the most demanding markets have trusted our solutions to help ensure 
the integrity of their products and drive business success through innovation.
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